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Timetable – Tutorials 

Tutorial Date Time Location 
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6 (Draft assignment 
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7 (Final assignment 
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KS5 Programme – Pupil Feedback Report 
 

Grade Marks What this means 

1st 70+ Performing to an excellent standard at undergraduate level 

2:1 60-69 Performing to a good standard at undergraduate level 

2:2 50-59 Performing to an excellent standard at A-level 

3rd 40-49 Performing to a good standard at A-level 

Working towards a pass 0-39 Performing below a good standard at A-level 

Did not submit DNS No assignment received by The Brilliant Club 
 

 

 

Lateness 

Any lateness 10 marks deducted 

Plagiarism 

Some plagiarism 10 marks deducted 

Moderate plagiarism 20 marks deducted 

Extreme plagiarism  Automatic fail 
 

  

  

Name of PhD Tutor  

Title of Assignment  

Name of Pupil  

Name of School  

ORIGINAL MARK / 100  FINAL MARK / 100  

DEDUCTED MARKS  FINAL GRADE  

If marks have been deducted (e.g. late submission, plagiarism) the PhD tutor should give an explanation in this 
section: 

Knowledge and Understanding Research and Evidence 

  

Developing an Argument Critical Evaluation 

  

Structure and Presentation Language and Style 

  

Overall Comments (participation, effort, resilience) 
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Course Rationale 
We all have mental health, just like we all have physical health. The study of mental health and 
mental illness is multidisciplinary, which means it can be studied in lots of ways, including subjects 
such as psychiatry, neuroscience, psychology, genetics, health services and social science. 
Understanding how mental illness develops requires a holistic approach, looking at both individual 
and environmental factors: in the academic world this is sometimes known as the ‘nature versus 
nurture’ debate. 
 
This course will explore the concepts of mental health and mental illness among young people and 
adolescents, a crucial time for development, with 50% of long-term mental health conditions 
starting by the age of 14. Students will explore some of the biological, social and psychological 
reasons that someone may be at risk of developing a mental illness, learning about the 
biopsychosocial model of mental health and applying it to two common mental health conditions 
in young people: anxiety and depression. 21st century phenomena such as the rise of social media 
will provide examples of modern-day issues that may explain the rise in young people seeking 
support for their mental health. Students will also learn about some of the evidence-based 
psychological treatments currently available as well as current research studies that aim to help 
tackle difficulties linked to these conditions. 
 
Research is a critical part of studying mental health, like other sciences. This course aims to develop 
a student’s research skills (i.e., searching the literature, reading and critically analysing research 
papers, referencing) and to provide a greater understanding of the different determinants (causes) 
of mental health and mental illness. The final assignment provides students with a chance to 
strengthen their essay writing skills, including how to correctly reference research papers to support 
arguments they put forward in their essay. 
 
 

 

 

  

The Brilliant Club is a registered charity in England and Wales (no. 1147771) and Scotland (no. SC048774).  

The Brilliant Club is a registered company limited by guarantee in England and Wales (no. 7986971). 

The Brilliant Club, 17th Floor, Millbank Tower, 21-24 Millbank, SW1P 4QP 
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Group Discussions 
How do you make the most of a group discussion? 
 
The purpose of discussions is to allow everyone in the group to express their ideas and learn from each 
other. Often this will involve coming to a group decision about the issue under discussion, though they 
may of course ‘agree to disagree’ on certain points.  

 
What we don’t want in our tutorials: 
 

 
Artwork by MiaHague.co.uk 

 

 

Rules: 
 

1. Pronounce clearly what you are saying  
2. Use eye contact and facial expression to help to get your idea across or 

to support what someone else is saying  
3. Speak in a way that is right for a discussion (more formal than a chat 

between friends) 
4. Build on other people’s ideas, and summarise your own views and the 

views of others when necessary  
5. Give reasons to support your views and critically examine the views 

expressed by others  
6. Organise the discussion and take turns with others  
7. Listen carefully and respond to the views of others  
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Mark Scheme Table  
Skills 1st (70-100) 2:1 (60-69) 2:2 (50-59) 3rd (40-49) 

Kn
o

w
le

d
g

e
 a

n
d

 u
n

d
e

rs
ta

n
d

in
g

 o All content included and 
materials used are 
relevant to the general 
topic and to the specific 
question/title 

o Thorough understanding 
of all the relevant topics. 

o Technical terms are well-
defined and used 
accurately throughout 

o Clear justification and 
evaluation of how the 
material and content 
included is related to the 
specific issues that are 
the focus of the 
assignment 

o All content included and 
materials used are 
relevant to the general 
topic and to the specific 
question/title 

o Good understanding of 
all the relevant topics. 

o Technical terms are 
defined and used 
accurately throughout 

o Clear justification of how 
the material and 
content included is 
related to the specific 
issues that are the focus 
of the assignment 

o Most of the materials 
used and content 
included are relevant to 
the general topic and to 
the specific question/title 

o Good understanding of 
most the relevant topics 

o Technical terms are 
mostly defined and used 
accurately  

o Adequate justification of 
how the material used 
and content included are 
related to the specific 
issues that are the focus 
of the essay 

o Some of the materials 
used and content 
included are relevant to 
the general topic and to 
the specific question/title 

o Good understanding on 
some of the relevant 
topics but occasional 
confusion on others 

o Technical terms are 
sometimes used and 
defined accurately 

o Some justification of how 
the material used and 
content included are 
related to the specific 
issues that are the focus 
of the essay 

R
e

se
a

rc
h

 a
n

d
 e

vi
d

e
n

c
e

 

o Includes rich sources of 
research findings, data, 
quotations or other 
sourced material as 
evidence for the 
claims/ideas 

o Compelling use of 
evidence to support 
claims/assertions/ideas, 
consistently clearly and 
convincingly 

o Evidence of extensive 
further reading beyond 
materials provided 
which were used in an 
appropriate context 

o Includes well selected 
sources of research 
findings, data, 
quotations or other 
sourced material as 
evidence for the 
claims/ideas 

o Uses evidence to support 
claims/assertions/ideas, 
consistently clearly and 
convincingly 

o Evidence of further 
reading beyond 
materials provided 
which were used in an 
appropriate context 

o Includes adequate 
sources of research 
findings, data, quotations 
or other sourced material 
as evidence for the 
claims/ideas 

o Uses evidence to support 
claims/assertions/ideas, 
mostly clearly and 
convincingly 

o Evidence of further 
reading beyond materials 
provided 

 

o Includes some sources of 
research findings, data, 
quotations or other 
sourced material as 
evidence for the claims/ 
ideas 

o Uses evidence to support 
claims/assertions/ideas, at 
times clearly and 
convincingly 

o Limited evidence of 
further reading beyond 
materials provided 

 

D
e

ve
lo

p
in

g
 a

n
 a

rg
u

m
e

n
t 

o An original/ convincing 
point of view or position 
in relation to the title or 
question is consistently 
clear.  The position is 
developed effectively 
and consistently 
throughout the essay 

o Argument is 
exceptionally well-
developed, well-justified 
and sustained 
throughout. 

o Makes original and 
effective links between 
subjects that have not 
previously been 
associated  

o Uses concepts from the 
tutorials in an unfamiliar 
context and does so 
accurately and 
confidently. 

o Content is analysed 
convincingly and 
effectively to support the 
argument 

o A point of view or 
position in relation to the 
title or question is 
consistently clear.  The 
position is developed 
effectively and 
consistently throughout 
the essay 

o Argument is 
exceptionally well-
developed and well-
justified  

o Makes links effectively 
between subjects that 
have not previously 
been associated  

o Uses concepts from the 
tutorials in an unfamiliar 
context and does so 
accurately and 
confidently. 

o Content is analysed 
effectively to support the 
argument 

o A point of view or position 
in relation to the title or 
question is adequately 
clear.  The position is well-
developed in most of the 
essay 

o Argument is clear and 
well-developed, and 
position is justified 

o Some evidence of linking 
subjects that have not 
previously been 
associated  

o Uses some concepts from 
the tutorials in an 
unfamiliar context, but not 
always accurately 

o Analyses content to 
support the argument 

o A point of view or position 
in relation to the title or 
question is somewhat 
clear.  The position is well-
developed in parts of the 
essay 

o Argument is clear but not 
well-developed  

o Limited evidence of 
linking subjects that have 
not previously been 
associated  

o Limited use of concepts 
from the tutorials in other 
contexts 

o Uses some analysis of 
content to support the 
argument 
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C
rit

ic
a

l e
va

lu
a
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n

 
o Consistent assessment of 

value or significance of 
what is described 

o Evaluative points are 
consistently and 
convincingly explicit/ 
systematic/ reasoned/ 
justified 

o Effectively critiques the 
reliability of sources 
provided and 
independently 
researched  

o Moves beyond 
description to an 
assessment of the value 
or significance of what is 
described 

o Evaluative points are 
consistently explicit/ 
systematic/ reasoned/ 
justified 

o Effectively critiques the 
reliability of sources 
provided 

o Mostly description but 
some assessment of the 
value or significance of 
what is described 

o Evaluative points are 
mostly explicit/ 
systematic/ reasoned/ 
justified 

o Some evidence of 
critiques on the reliability 
of sources provided 

o Describes with minimal 
assessment of the value 
or significance of what is 
described 

o Evaluative points are at 
times explicit/ 
systematic/ reasoned/ 
justified 

o Limited evidence of 
critiques on the reliability 
of sources provided 

St
ru

c
tu

re
 a

n
d

 p
re

se
n

ta
tio

n
 

o Ideas are excellently 
structured in paragraphs 
and arranged in a 
logical structure that is 
appropriate for the 
assignment 

o The introduction clearly 
and effectively outlines 
how the essay/ report 
will deal with the issues 

o The conclusion 
summarises all the main 
points clearly and 
concisely 

o All sources are 
referenced correctly in 
an agreed format 

o Ideas are presented in 
paragraphs and 
arranged in a logical 
structure that is 
appropriate for the 
assignment 

o The introduction clearly 
outlines how the essay/ 
report will deal with the 
issues 

o The conclusion 
summarises all the main 
points clearly and 
concisely 

o All sources are 
referenced correctly in 
an agreed format 

o Ideas are presented in 
paragraphs and 
arranged in a structure 
that is mostly 
appropriate for the 
assignment 

o The introduction 
adequately describes 
how the essay/ report 
will deal with the issues 

o The conclusion 
summarises most of the 
main points clearly 

o Most sources are 
referenced correctly in 
an agreed format 

 

o Ideas are presented in 
paragraphs and 
arranged in a structure  

o The introduction 
mentions how the 
essay/ report will deal 
with the issues 

o The conclusion 
summarises some of the 
main points clearly 

o Some sources are 
referenced correctly in 
the agreed format with 
occasional errors 

La
n

g
u

a
g

e
 a

n
d

 s
ty

le
 o Writing is sophisticated 

and fluent with no 
spelling, grammar or 
punctuation errors 

o Writing style is focused 
and clear, and the tone 
is appropriate and easy 
to follow 

o Accurate and consistent 
use of technical 
language and 
vocabulary 

o No spelling, grammar or 
punctuation errors 

o Writing style consistently 
clear, tone appropriate 
and easy to follow 

o Accurate and consistent 
use of technical 
language and 
vocabulary 

o Minimal spelling, 
grammar or punctuation 
errors 

o Writing style mostly clear, 
tone appropriate and 
easy to follow 

o Some attempts of using 
technical language and 
vocab alary, but not 
always accurate 

o Some spelling, grammar 
or punctuation errors 

o Writing style moderately 
clear, tone appropriate 
and easy to follow 

o Use of simple language 
and vocabulary 
effectively but struggles 
to use technical 
language 

Overall Mark (average of the 6 marks from the criteria above) 
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Glossary of Keywords 
Word Definition In a sentence 

Mental health 

Just like we all have physical health, we all have 
mental health. It is a broad term that exists on a 
continuum and is different from a mental illness. 

 

Mental illness 

Also called mental health conditions, mental 
illnesses are medically diagnosed health 
condition such as anxiety disorders, depression, 
eating disorders, bipolar disorder. 

 

Biopsychosocial 
model of 
mental health 

A model of health first developed by Dr George 
Engel. It looks at how our biology, psychology 
and wider society interacts and can help explain 
why a person may develop a mental health 
condition. 

 

Biological 
factors 

This includes our brain chemistry, the role of 
genetics and the impact of any other physical 
health conditions. 

 

Psychological 
factors 

These look at individual-level factors (examples 
include the way we process information, the way 
we manage positive and negative emotions, 
how we interact with other people) that may 
influence how we feel. 

 

Social and 
environmental 
factors 

There are many social factors, from gender, and 
ethnicity, to lifestyle (diet, exercise), 
unemployment. Environmental factors refer to 
our surroundings (e.g., pollution, housing, 
neighbourhood, green space). Social factors 
can sometimes be a broad term to include the 
environment and economy when talking about 
risk or protective factors for mental health. 

 

Anxiety disorder 

A set of conditions (such as generalised anxiety 
disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, social 
anxiety, phobias) characterised by excessive 
and persistent worry or fear. It can affect sleep, 
concentration, and many other tasks. 

 

Depression 

A mental health condition characterised by 
persistent low mood and feelings such as 
hopelessness or losing interest in the things you 
used to enjoy. It can also cause physical 
symptoms (e.g., fatigue, poor appetite or 
overeating, poor sleep). 

 

Genetics 

A branch of biology looking at how qualities and 
characteristics are passed between generations 
through genes. 

 

DNA 

Carries genetic information and instructions on 
how any organism will develop and function. 
Short sections of DNA are called genes. DNA is in 
the nucleus of every cell. 
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Heritability 

The study of how much a trait (e.g., height) is 
attributed to genetic factors (nature) rather than 
the environment (nurture). 

 

Ecological 
systems theory 

Developed by psychologist Urie Bronfenbrenner 
to explain how child development may be 
influenced by the multiple environments, also 
known as ecological systems, in which they live.  

 

CONSORT  
checklist and 
diagram  

The Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 
(CONSORT) statement is an evidence-based 25-
item checklist that researchers should use when 
reporting on their Randomised Control Trial 
(RCTs). 

The CONSORT flow diagram is a visual way to 
show how information about the trial was 
conducted, as well as clear information about 
recruitment, follow-up and analysis.  
 

 

Generalised 
Anxiety 
Disorder (GAD) 

One of the most common anxiety disorders, 
defined by regular, uncontrollable worries about 
many different things in everyday life. 

 

Control group 

Participants in control groups of an experiment 
don’t receive treatment from the researchers 
(e.g., a particular medication or psychological 
treatment) but may receive a placebo drug or 
treatment-as-usual. Results from the control 
group provide a benchmark to compare with 
the experimental group. 

 

Baseline 
measurements 

Collected in research studies at an early time 
point to look for any changes over time. For 
example, in an RCT to see whether a particular 
psychological treatment can lead to 
improvements in levels of anxiety.  

 

Cognition 

The mental processes involved in knowing, 
learning and understanding things. It is linked to 
how we think. 

 

Repetitive 
negative 
thinking 

A cognitive process that involves repetitive and 
uncontrollable worry and rumination about 
future and past experiences. 

 

Pathological 
worry 

Pathological worry in people with anxiety 
disorders is “excessive, uncontrollable and 
distressing” worry concerns about possible future 
threats. 
 

 

Rumination 

A thinking style linked to past events or negative 
personal attributes linked with depression. For 
example: “Why am I such a failure?” as the 
normal response to getting a bad exam grade or 
“they don’t like me” as an explanation for a 
friend not texting back. 
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Cognitive 
behavioural 
therapy (CBT) 

  

Randomised 
control trial 
(RCT) 

  

Evidence-
based practice 
in medicine 

Research or treatments should be based on the 
best available, current, valid and relevant 
evidence.  

 

Referencing 

Gives credit to the original author whose work 
you have quoted. Referencing correctly helps to 
avoid plagiarism (stealing others’ work).  

 

Academic 
database 

Similar to a search engine that holds lots of 
research papers. 
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Tutorial 1 – What is mental health? 

 

What is the Purpose of Tutorial 1? 
 

 Understand the difference between mental health and mental illness, and how both can be 
explained by the mental health continuum 

 Be able to identify 5 risk factors for common mental health conditions such as anxiety or 
depression 

 Understand the structure of an academic research paper, identifying the main points and the 5 
headings/sections that make up a research article 

 Understand what is meant by the ‘biopsychosocial model of mental health’. 
 
 

1. What do we mean by ‘mental health’ and ‘mental illness’?  
 
Activity 
 
Write as many words/phrases as you can think of around MENTAL HEALTH and MENTAL ILLNESS. You 
can draw more lines on the spider diagrams as you think of more words. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

MENTAL 
ILLNESS 

MENTAL 
HEALTH 
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The Mental Health Continuum  
 
Nowadays, we talk about the mental health continuum: the idea that we can have good and bad 
mental health and this can fluctuate throughout our lifetime. The continuum also shows that you can 
have a diagnosis of a mental health condition but also have good mental health, if it is managed well. 
Whether or not someone has a diagnosed mental health condition (also called a mental illness), the 
aim is to work towards the “good mental health” quadrants in the top left and top right of the graph. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What are some of the risk and protective factors? 
 
Activity 
 
Write down some ideas of situations or other reasons that may be seen as risk factors for poor mental 
health, and some which may be seen as protective factors for promoting and maintaining good 
mental health. 
 
Risk factors for poor mental health Protective factors for good mental health 
e.g., bullying 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e.g., family support 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Good mental health 

Severe 
Mental 
Illness 

No 
Mental 
Illness 

Poor mental health 

Good mental health 
with a mental illness 

Good mental health 
without a mental illness 

Poor mental health 
with a mental illness 

Poor mental health 
without a mental illness 
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3. Different types of research papers and how to read them 
 
Activity 
 
Please fill in the gaps using the words from the table below. There are images next to each sentence to 
help you, and a space between the gap indicates there is more than one word (e.g., systematic 
review). You can use each word once. 
 

Systematic Review Short reports or letters Review Articles 
Case Studies Academic Journal Original Research 

Research Open Access Online Database 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

1. An ________   ________ is like a magazine, 
and holds lots of journal articles by different 
researchers, on different research topics. 
Examples of journals include The Journal of 
Clinical Psychology, Nature, The British 
Medical Journal, The Lancet. 
 
 

2. There are many types of journal articles: 
3.  

a. __________   __________ : the most 
common, also called an Original Article, 
Research Article, Research, or just Article. 
 
 

b. __________  ________ : provide a 
comprehensive summary of research on 
a specific topic and useful overviews 
when starting your research project. A 
popular and useful example is a 
Systematic Review.  These papers have 
strict guidelines on structure that must be 
followed. 
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Systematic Review Short reports or letters Review Articles 
Case Studies Academic Journal Original Research 

Research Open Access Online Database 
  

c. ________   _________ or _______ (including 
Position Papers): articles which are not 
as long as Original Research and may 
be published in a shorter format as they 
are time-sensitive (e.g., articles on 
COVID-19 that might help other 
researchers). 

 
 
d. ___________ : an article written by the 

editors of the academic journal or by 
someone commissioned by the editors 
(i.e., someone the editors asked to write 
an article). It is often the first article in 
the journal. 
 

 
4. Research articles can be found online by using 

 
an _________   __________. Examples include 
Google Scholar, Science Direct, SpringerLink, 
BMJ Journals. 
 
 

5. Many articles are not free to read without a 
subscription, but you are still able to see the 
abstract of the paper, which is a summary of 
the study. Some articles are free to read  
 
through a process called ________   ________ . 
The logo is on the right and is useful to look out 
for when you do your homework assignments 
and final assignment.  
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How to read an academic paper 
 
An Original Research article is normally presented in the following order: abstract, introduction, 
methods, results, conclusion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

1. ABSTRACT 

2. INTRODUCTION 

3. METHODS 

4. RESULTS 

5. DISCUSSION 
AND 

CONCLUSION 

Introduces the research problem and summarises the 
existing literature. Includes your research objectives (why 

you’re doing this research and what your research will 
add), a hypothesis (what your experiment aims to find), 

and how you will answer the research question. 

An interpretation of your results and how they link to your 
original objective and hypothesis. Also includes any 
limitations of your work and implications for future 

research or real-world practice. 

Summarises the entire paper for a quick overview of the 
entire project: from an introduction to the findings and 

conclusions. It is often around 200 – 300 words long and is 
written in the past tense.  

An instruction manual of what you’ll do. Includes sub-
sections on: participants (who was invited to take part), 

measures/apparatus (what scales, tools or questionnaires 
were used), the procedure (describing what you did 

step-by-step), when ethical approval was received and 
sometimes which statistical analyses were used.     

A clearly presented section of your findings. This usually 
includes tables, figures and graphs. No interpretation (also 
called the implications) is given to the data at this stage. 
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An example of an Abstract 
 
This is an example of a research abstract which you would see on the 
website of the journal it is in (e.g., BJPsych Open). The article talks about a 
survey which collected data on how girls use the internet and 
smartphone apps, and their thoughts on using their phone for 
accessing mental health support.  
 
There are always some keywords associated with an abstract, and the 
abstract provides a summary of the entire research study (from background 
information and aims, to the methods, results and conclusions). Abstracts 
don’t always have these headings, but they will follow this logical order. 
 
 

Source: Grist et al., 2018. 
 

  

Key point: 
Abstracts are really 
helpful for getting 
an overview of a 
study, and are 
always free to 
view. They’ll be 
useful for your 
assignments! 
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4. Introducing the biopsychosocial model of mental health 
 
Biopsychosocial stands for bio(logical), psych(logical) and social (this includes environmental).  
 
It was first introduced by George Engel in 1977 to replace the narrower biomedical approach to health 
and suffering, which previously ignored the impact of psychological and social factors. 
 
The biopsychosocial model of mental health looks at how all these different areas work together and 
may help to explain why some people are at risk of a mental health problem.  
 
When thinking about why we feel well or unwell mentally, a biopsychosocial approach to mental 
health is helpful in considering all the different factors that might contribute to a mental health 
condition like anxiety or depression. We will explore each of the different elements of the model over 
the next three tutorials. 
 

 
 

Baseline assignment  
 
Baseline assignment question: To what extent is having a smartphone bad for the mental health of 
young people?  
 
I have included some extracts from different journal articles to help you think about this question. Don’t 
worry if you don’t understand everything – it’s just there to help you get started! 
 
Answer this mini-essay question in 400 – 500 words, considering the following: 

 What might be some negative impacts of having a smartphone? Think about how it might 
affect sleep, how social media and playing games might sometimes be bad. 

 What might be some positive impacts? For example, keeping connected with friends, apps that 
help with looking after your mental health, online counselling and apps that you can use with a 
therapist or doctor as part of a person’s treatment. 

BIOLOGICAL 
 

Physical health 
Genetic vulnerabilities 

Drug effects 
 

 
 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
 

Coping skills 
Social skills 

Self-esteem 

 
 
 

SOCIAL 
 

Friendships 
Family 
School 

 

MENTAL  
HEALTH 
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 Using the article extracts I’ve provided, and your own independent research, use/find some 
studies to support your arguments and write down who said it. 

 Try to find two sides of the argument and link your ideas together. 
 Reflect on why it is important to think about our use of technology in the 21st century and in 

considering the future. 
 In structuring your mini essay, try to follow a logical sequence, considering an introduction, your 

main points, and a conclusion. 
 If you have access to the internet, Google Scholar is a helpful website to use when looking for 

research studies to support your arguments. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Extract from article one 
 
Extract from the Introduction 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Sohn, S., Rees, P., Wildridge, B., Kalk, N. J., & Carter, B. (2019). Prevalence of problematic 
smartphone usage and associated mental health outcomes amongst children and young people: a 
systematic review, meta-analysis and GRADE of the evidence. BMC psychiatry, 19(1), 1-10. 
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Extract from article two 
 
Extract from the Introduction 

 
Extract from the Results section                                          Extract from the Discussion section 

 
Source: Grist, R., Cliffe, B., Denne, M., Croker, A., & Stallard, P. (2018). An online survey of young 
adolescent girls' use of the internet and smartphone apps for mental health support. BJPsych open, 
4(4), 302-306. 
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Extract from article three 
 
Extract from the Discussion 

Source: Lemola, S., Perkinson-Gloor, N., Brand, S., Dewald-Kaufmann, J. F., & Grob, A. (2015). 
Adolescents’ electronic media use at night, sleep disturbance, and depressive symptoms in the 
smartphone age. Journal of youth and adolescence, 44(2), 405-418. 
 
Extract from article four 
 
Extract from the Discussion 

Source: Wang, P., Zhao, M., Wang, X., Xie, X., Wang, Y., & Lei, L. (2017). Peer relationship and 
adolescent smartphone addiction: The mediating role of self-esteem and the moderating role of the 
need to belong. Journal of behavioral addictions, 6(4), 708-717. 
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Information, Advice and Guidance Homework – Tutorial 1   
 
Applying to University 
You have received a booklet with a set of Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG) resources on 
applying to university over the VLE.  
 
If you have not received this booklet, please let your PhD Tutor know as soon as possible.  
 
Please spend 15 minutes this week on three topics from the resources listed below.  
 
Write down one thing that you already knew, and one thing that you did not know before.  
 

IAG Topics Something you already knew Something you did not know before 

 
How to apply 
to university 

  

 
UCAS points 
explained 
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Tutorial 2 – How does biology affect our mental 
health?  

 

What is the Purpose of Tutorial 2?  
 To understand what happens in the brain during adolescence 
 To understand what happens in the brain for people with anxiety disorders and depression 
 To learn about twin studies and fMRI studies and why they are important when studying 

genetics and biological causes of mental health conditions 
 

1. Understanding the teenage brain  
 
Activity 
 
The brain is responsible for how we sense, move, think (and feel). It goes through 
lots of changes during adolescence. One of those changes is a change in the 
amount of grey matter (cell bodies) which you can see from this image (a time-
lapse MRI) of brain development from childhood to young adulthood. Blue 
represents the most mature/developed brain and the red the least 
mature/developed. It’s normal for teenagers to lose grey matter as they get older. 
 

 
Figure 1. Brain development and the changing amount of grey matter across adolescence (lowest 
grey matter volume, blue 0.0 to highest grey matter volume, red 1.0). 
Source: https://www.brainfacts.org/archives/2011/teen-brain-vulnerability-exposed 
 
 
 
 

Back 

Looking at Figure 1 (left): 
 
1. At what age is there the 
lowest/least volume of grey 
matter? 
 
Answer: _____ 
 
 
2. Looking at the image labelled 
“front” and “back”, which part of 
the brain seems to develop last?  
 
Front / back Front of brain 

Grey matter 
 
White matter 
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Activity 
 
Read through the paragraph of text below. In pairs, discuss the question in the box to the right of the 
image in Figure 2 and be prepared to feedback your ideas to the group. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2. What happens in the brain with an anxiety disorder? 
 
Activity 
Watch the video and fill in the gaps with “a, b or c”, based on the options in  
the column on the right: https://youtu.be/iALfvFpcItE  
 

 

Question: What might be the 
risks linked to having a 
hypersensitive/overactive 
limbic brain and a prefrontal 
cortex which hasn’t finished 
developing during 
adolescence? Re-read the 
paragraph above and look 
at the diagram if you need 
help to answer this.  
 
Answer:  
 
 

The process of losing grey matter is called synaptic pruning. It’s an important process influenced by 
the environment – synapses being used are strengthened, and those which aren’t used are 
removed. 
 
One of the last areas of the brain to develop and undergo synaptic pruning is the prefrontal cortex, 
the part of the brain involved in planning and reasoning, and stops us from taking excessive risks. 
The big changes that take place during adolescence make the functions of the prefrontal cortex 
(see Figure 2) more difficult.   
 
Another important area of the developing adolescent brain is the limbic system, an area of the 
brain involved in emotional processing (how we feel: whether we feel happy, sad, scared or safe). It 
is also going through lots of changes and this region is hypersensitive to risk-taking behaviour during 
adolescence. The amygdala is in the limbic ‘brain’ and is more active during adolescence. It is 
linked to impulsive behaviour and less active in adults who rely more on the prefrontal cortex when 
processing emotions. 

Figure 2. The prefrontal cortex and what takes place in this region. 
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC 
 

Link to final 
assignment! 
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Anxiety is partially triggered by the ____________ and 

____________. 

 

a) Amygdala, hypothalamus 
b) Hippocampus, pancreas 
c) Pineal gland, amygdala 

 

These areas control the circulation of the hormones 

____________ and ____________ in your body. 

 

a) Testosterone and oestrogen 
b) Insulin and melatonin 
c) Cortisol and adrenaline 

 
These hormones are linked to your ____________. 
 

 
a) Star sign 
b) Genes 
c) Left or right handedness  
 

 
Anxiety may also be caused by different levels of  
 
neurotransmitters (the body’s chemical messengers) such  
 
as ____________, ____________ and ____________. 
 

a) Serotonin, melatonin, testosterone 
b) GABA, serotonin, dopamine 
c) Thyroxine, vitamin D, oxytocin 

 
The neurotransmitter serotonin moves between nerve cells  
 
(also called ___________) through a gap called the  
 
synapse. 
 

a) Neurotransmitters 
b) Nodules 
c) Neurons 

 
Medicines called ____________ can help people with  
 
anxiety disorders such as OCD, generalised anxiety  
 
disorder, panic disorder and phobias by increasing levels  
 
of serotonin in the brain; it does this by stopping serotonin  
 
from returning to its original neuron. 
 

a) Selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitors (SSRIs) 
b) Calcium channel blockers 
c) Stimulants 

 
Finally, anxiety disorders are also linked to an overactive 
 
 ____________ and periaqueductal grey area (the area  
 
responsible for your autonomic nervous system, the ‘fight or 
 
flight’ response).  
 

a) Cellebrium  
b) Amygdala 
c) Oxytocin 
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3. What happens in the brain with depression?  
 
Activity  
 
Brain imaging suggests that depression changes the brain in three key areas: the amygdala, 
hippocampus and thalamus.  
 
Watch the video and then draw a line between each of the concepts below and the definitions you 
think best describes them. 
 

 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WtAA8daRr8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

AMYGDALA 

HIPPOCAMPUS 

THALAMUS 

Changes to the amygdala, 
hippocampus and thalamus 
impact two hormones. These 

are… 

Understanding the genetics of 
depression can help scientists 

tailor… 

Regulates emotions, like anger, pleasure, 
fear. When it’s overactive, it can cause 

problems with sleep, behaviour and 
hormonal balance. 

SEROTONIN (mood and sleep) 
and 

NOREPINEPHRINE (important for 
motivation) 

Treatment options 

Regulates memory and stress hormones 
such as cortisol. One study found this area 

to be 13% smaller in people with 
depression. Cortisol can stunt the growth 

of new neurons, impacting mood and 
memory.  

This part of the brain links sensory 
information to good and bad feelings 

Link to final 
assignment! 
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4. How do we research into genetic and biological factors? 
 
Genetics 
There are many different study methods that researchers use in an area called psychiatric genetics.  
 

 
Figure 3. A flowchart showing the different types of methods used in the field of psychiatric genetics. 
Source: Smoller, 2015. 
 
One study method you might hear or read about are called twin studies. These are helpful to see 
whether illness is better explained by “nature” (our biology: what we inherit from our parents) or 
“nurture” (our environment: where we live, our lifestyle) or a bit of both. As identical twins have 100% 
the same genes (so they are biologically very similar) and non-identical twins share 50% of the same 
genes (like any other sibling) this is useful for exploring questions of nature vs nurture. 
 
Neuroscience and fMRI 
Whereas an MRI looks at the structure of the brain, Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a 
way to track in real time the what is happening in the brain. For example, a person might be given a 
task to do, and an fMRI can track what is going on in the brain as they do that task (see Figure 4).  

Key point: you don’t 
need to know all of 
this, but it’s a useful 
flowchart if you’re 

interested in this area 
of science and you 
might come across 

some of these words 
in your homework or 

assignment. 
 

Twin studies and GxE 
(gene-environment) 
studies are the ones 

you might come 
across the most.   

 
Heritability = the 

likelihood of a health 
condition/trait being 
influenced by your 

genes, inherited from 
your parents. 
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Activity 
 
Looking at the graphs below, what do you think they tell us about how the amygdala (the area of the 
brain which processes fear) reacts to a situation that causes uncertainty in children with and without an 
anxiety disorder?  
 

 
Figure 4. An fMRI scan comparing the difference in brain activation in the amygdala in children with 
and without anxiety disorders during a task which introduced them to an uncertain situation (cue).  
Source: Williams et al., 2015 
 
 
Answer: 
 
 
 
 

Homework 
 
1. Watch the short animated video called “Epigenetics: Nature vs Nurture” and read the short article, 
which is a speech from a psychology conference. If you don’t have access to the internet, the 
transcript from the video and article can be found at further down. Otherwise, these are the links: 
 
“Epigenetics: Nature vs Nurture”: https://youtu.be/k50yMwEOWGU  
“DNA isn’t the whole story”: https://www.apa.org/monitor/2009/10/epigenetics  
 
Once you’ve watched the video and read the article, answer the following questions: 
 

A. Imagine you’re speaking to your classmates. In a couple of sentences, how would you explain 
what is meant by “epigenetics”? Hint: rewatch the video from 1 min 40 seconds (or read the 
transcript below) if you’re not sure. (1 – 2 sentences)  

 
Answer:  
 
 
 
 
 

B. What might be a limitation of Michael Meaney’s research using rat studies to explain human 
behaviour? (1 – 2 sentences) 
 

Answer: 
 

A “cue” means the 
signal or event by the 
researcher that 
caused uncertainty or 
negativity. It could be 
an image shown to 
participants or 
something that’s said 
to someone (e.g., a 
vague instruction or a 
sad face). 
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C. Think back to our tutorial. Name a type of research study design (also called a study method) 
that we might use to investigate the interaction of social/environmental factors and biological 
factors in humans. (One word/phrase. There are different correct answers) 

 
Answer: 
 
 
2. Below are some conclusions from research studies that look at the role and interaction of genes vs. 
the environment in young people. In the context of the biopsychosocial model of mental health, I 
have highlighted the most important findings in bold. Although some of the language will be 
unfamiliar, focus on understanding the bold text and write down what you think these findings suggest. 
(One sentence) 
 

 
Heritability = How likely we inherit something from our parents rather than being a result of the 
environment; Unshared environmental factors = The twins had different life experiences that could 
influence findings; Aetiology = The cause(s) of [depression], why it develops. 
 
Answer: 
 
 
 
 
Transcript from video “Epigenetics: Nature vs. Nurture” by the University of Oslo 

 

“In this longitudinal study of twin pairs followed between the ages of 9 and 17 years, we 
demonstrated the relative contributions of genetic and environmental factors to the indices of 
cortisol production and metabolism throughout adolescence. The most important finding from our 
study is that the environment plays a key role in the production of cortisol, evidenced by the 
predominant and increasing contribution with age of unshared environmental factors. In addition,  
we found distinct patterns of genetic and environmental contribution to the different cortisol-
metabolizing pathways…  with heritability that either increased with age or peaked at age 12y.” 
(van Keulen et al., 2020) 
 
“The observed patterns provide interesting hypotheses surrounding the heritability of depression at 
different developmental stages. We found substantially lower estimates for depressive symptoms 
at age 11 (0.07) compared to those previously estimated in adults (0.21). We also found a peak in 
heritability at age 13. These findings suggest environmental factors are likely to be more important 
in the aetiology of depressive symptoms in early adolescence than in adulthood.”  
(Sallis et al., 2017) 

Meet lucky Lyle and trouble Tim. Now you might think they look a lot alike and that's because they're 
identical twins. 
 
Imagine them being raised in completely different environments and as adults they turn out very 
differently.  
 
Lucky Lyle is a model citizen - he goes to work, pays his taxes, treats others well and gets an education. 
Trouble Tim is on a different path - he robs banks, doesn't pay taxes and gets his first prison sentence at 
the same time as Lyle gets his diploma. 
 
Their genes are identical so it must be their separate environments that have made them so different, 
right? 
 
Well there's more to it than that, much more. We need to rewind a bit in time you see. One of the great 
questions of humanity is what makes us “us”?  
 
Early explanations had a hint of the supernatural about them and as the centuries whizzed by, science 
emerged and fought a tough battle to gain credibility. Eventually social science emerged with a 
popular theory that our environment is what makes us “us”. Let's call this nurture.  
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Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k50yMwEOWGU 
 
Text from task one: “DNA isn’t the whole story”

 
 

Undaunted, the biological sciences presented another theory: genes. An unchangeable blueprint from 
birth that decides everything. Let's call this one's nature. 
 
So are we a product of our genes or of our environment? The battle raged on. 
 
Observations in a newer field of study suggests that both are partly right. This field is called epigenetics. 
Epigenetics means “above genetics” and has to do with how nature and nurture interact.  
 
At the heart of this discussion is one simple question asked by researcher Michael Meany: what makes a 
good rat mama? Well, for a rat mother, nothing says love and care like some nice vigorous licking. The 
higher the number of licks, the more love and the better the mama. With this in mind, the researchers 
compared two groups of rat mothers: one that licks their babies a lot and another that didn't.  
 
They found that when babies grew up, they carried their mama’s behaviour with them and passed it 
on to the next generation, and the next one and so on. But could it simply be that this particular group of 
rats was genetically predisposed to produce caring mothers? Well, to test this, the researchers took 
newborn babies from low licking mothers and gave them to high licking mothers and vice versa.  
 
It turns out that if the mother is a high licker, the rat baby becomes a high licker too, regardless of 
whether it's genetically related to her or not. So genes really don't have anything to do with it then? In 
true scientific fashion the researchers dove right into the brains of these rats to see what if anything 
was different in the brains of the babies of high licking versus low licking mothers. 
 
When they looked at genes that possibly play a role in motherly care, they found crucial differences. 
Newborn rat babies have clusters of molecules called methyl groups. Attached to these genes these 
methyl groups silenced the gene, effectively switching it off. The researchers discovered that while the 
methyl groups in rats from low licking mothers were still attached, in the rats from high licking mothers 
these methyl groups had disappeared. This was also true for the rats that had been adopted by high 
licking rat mothers.  
 
The care these rats received from their mothers actually physically altered their genetic expression. Now 
that's all fine and good for rats but what about people? Well the same is true for lucky Lyle and troubled 
Tim and for you and me. The genes you're born with are the genes you've got, but lifestyle and 
environmental influences such as nutrition, exercise, smoking, stress and love greatly affect your biology 
and these changes can actually be observed at the DNA level. 
 
The bright side is that epigenetic changes happen throughout our lives and our choices can make real 
differences in how we develop as human beings 
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Source: https://www.apa.org/monitor/2009/10/epigenetics 
 
 
 
 
Additional video 
What is the effect of social media on the brain?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HffWFd_6bJ0  
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Information, Advice and Guidance Homework – Tutorial 2    
 
Choosing the Right University  
You have received a booklet with a set of Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG) resources on 
applying to university over the VLE.  
 
If you have not received this booklet, please let your PhD Tutor know as soon as possible.  
 
Please spend 15 minutes this week on three topics from the resources listed below.  
 
Write down one thing that you already knew, and one thing that you did not know before.  
 

IAG Topics Something you already knew Something you did not know before 

 
University 
league tables 

  

 
Choosing the 
right university 
for you: 
Research 
institutions 
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Tutorial 3 – Socioenvironmental factors 

 

What is the Purpose of Tutorial 3?  
 Understand the social and environmental factors which may influence our mental health 
 Understand what the Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems model is and how it can help 

understand the role society has on child development 
 To see how social settings can be used to deliver universal mental health interventions to young 

people with or without symptoms of a mental health condition 
 To understand the difference between correlation and causation 

 

1. Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory 
 
Formulated by American psychologist Urie Bronfenbrenner, the ecological systems theory suggests that 
human development is shaped by five socially organised and interconnected systems. 
 

Figure 5. A model of Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, 1979, 1984) 
 
Once identifying individual and contextual factors, one of the most important and useful next steps is 
to look at the interactions between the levels (also called systems). 
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For example, researchers might find a link between hours spent by young people using social media to 
connect with others (mesosystem) and anxiety or depression (individual) when it is more than 5 hours 
per day, but this might not affect everyone in the same way: it might be worse for young people who 
have been excluded from school (microsystem) and less problematic for young people with close 
friendships (microsystem). A child’s cultural upbringing (macrosystem) may also play a role, and if 
children have been through life changes such as parental illness or divorce (chronosystem) this may 
also affect the outcome.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activity 
 
Discuss in pairs: 
 
1. Can you think of any additional factors that might be added to each level? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Looking at the table below, fill the 5 blank spaces with the level that might describe the situation the 
researchers are looking at (note: sometimes you can have two levels working together).  
 
Research study  Topic Risk/protective factor Level  
e.g., Hong & 
Espelage 

Bullying and peer victimisation in 
schools 

1. Self-esteem a. 1 (Individual) 

    

  

2. Inter-parent violence; 
Relations with peers; 
School connectedness 
 

b. 2 (Microsystem) 

  3. Teacher involvement c. 3 (Mesosystem) 

  

 
4. Exposure to media 
violence (e.g., video 
games or online videos) 

d. 4 (Exosystem) 

  

 
5. Cultural norms and 
beliefs;  
Religious affiliation 

e. 5 (Macrosystem) 

  
 
6. Change in family 
structure (e.g., divorce) 

f. 6 (Chronosystem) 

Behnke et al., 
2011 

The relationship between Latino 
adolescents’ perceptions of 
discrimination, neighbourhood 
risk and parenting on self-
esteem and depressive 
symptoms 

1. Depressive symptoms  
 
2. Conflict with parents 
about their cultural 
values 

 
a. _____ 
 
b. _____ AND _____ 
               
 

McDaniel et 
al.,2012 

New mothers and media use: 
associations between blogging, 

 
a. _____ 
 

Key point: different social and 
environmental factors interact with 
each other at every level to affect 

our mental health! 
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social networking and maternal 
well-being 

1. Interactions in the 
family home 
 
2. Relationships between 
mother and others in the 
community through 
blogging and using social 
networking websites 

 
b. _____ 
 
 
 

 
 
 

2. Using social settings (e.g., the classroom) to run a research study and 
deliver a mental health prevention program 
 

 
 
This study looked at whether an interactive fantasy game called SPARX, designed to deliver a type of 
therapy called cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), could help prevent mental health problems in 
young people who may have exam stress (Perry et al., 2017). 
 
Activity 
 
Here’s a clip of SPARX: https://youtu.be/GlvtX5K1PSs 
 
 

 
 
SPARX was adapted to be delivered in a classroom for every student. This is called a universal 
prevention intervention because every school child could take part, whether or not they have a 
mental health problem. By contrast, a targeted intervention is for certain types of students (e.g., 
students already diagnosed with a mental health condition or students from certain at-risk groups). 
 
 
 
CONSORT diagram 
 
Here is a flowchart (called a CONSORT diagram) which shows the different stages of the experiment. 
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Figure 6. CONSORT diagram of the study trial. 
Source: Perry et al., 2017 
 
In pairs, think about the following questions: 
 

1. Why do you think it’s important to collect some data at ‘baseline’? 
 
Answer:  
 
 

2. Why do you think it’s useful to have a ‘control’ group? 
 
Answer: 
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3. What do you think might be a benefit of a universal intervention like this delivered in a classroom 
(compared to targeted one-to-one therapy)? 

 
Answer:  

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
Analysing the results 
 
Read through a summary of the results (taken from the study’s abstract). Although it won’t all make 
sense, what does it suggest? 
 

 
Source: Perry et al., 2017 

 
Answer: 
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3. Types of research design (bonus work/for your reference) 
 
There are lots of different types of research design. You don’t need to know them all, but here’s a 
useful flowchart for your reference in case you come across these during your independent research. 
 
 

 

 
 Experimental studies Observational studies  

 
Pros 
 

 Can determine causality (a direct 
link between cause and effect) 

 The “gold standard” for studying 
therapeutic interventions (e.g., 
treatments including medication) 

 Can see participants in their “natural 
settings” (e.g., social environment) 

 Can look at relationships (called 
correlations) between lots of different 
factors  

 May require less time and resources 
 Fewer ethical issues 

Cons 
 Take more time and cost more 

money 
 May be ethical concerns  

 Difficult to determine causality (instead, we 
would say the outcome is associated or 
correlated with something we’ve tested, 
not that it is caused by that factor) 

 
  

Experimental studies
- Researcher introduces an 

intervention and observes what 
happens

Randomised control 
trials

Non-randomised 
control trials

Observational studies
- Participants observed, no 

intervention from researcher

Population-based
•Descriptive (e.g., survey)
•Analytic (e.g., ecological 
study)

Individual-based
•Descriptive (e.g., case 
reports, case series)

•Analytic (e.g., cross-
sectional or prevalence 
study; case-control; 
cohort study)
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Useful to know! Distinguishing correlation from causation  
Being a researcher means looking beyond the news headlines. Here are two real-world examples:  

 
 
 
 
It is important to know the difference between correlation and causation.  
 
Term  Definition Example  

 
Correlation 
 

An association, relationship or connection to an 
outcome. 

 
A study finds that people with 
lower levels of depression eat 
tomatoes twice a week. 
 
Not eating tomatoes twice a 
week isn’t the cause of their 
depression. It might be that 
they have a better diet 
because they have more time 
and money to cook healthy 
meals. 
 

Causation There is a clear causal pathway to an outcome 

 
Using study designs that track 
participants over time, 
researchers may find that 
factors such as household 
income, relationships in the 
family home and a history of 
mental illness have a causal 
link with depression. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key point: as researchers, we don’t say “this proves 
that” because there’s always some element of 

uncertainty.  
 

Instead, we might say “X is associated with Y” or “the 
findings suggest a causal pathway between X and Y”  
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Homework 
 
1. Using the text below and your own independent research if you have 
access to the internet, answer the following questions: 

a. What is cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)? Make notes of what it is, when it is recommended, 
and what it involves (3 – 4 sentences) 

b. What are randomised control trials (RCT)? Make notes of what they are, why they are used and 
why they are seen as the “gold standard” (the best option) for research study designs (3 – 4 
sentences) 

c. Find one example of a research study that looks at CBT for anxiety/depression in young people 
and write down the name of the author(s), year and the title. 

If you don’t have access to the internet, there is some text below to help you answer the questions. 

Answer: 1a. CBT  is… 

 

Answer: 1b. An RCT is…  

 

Answer: 1c. An example research study (author[s], year, title): 

 

 

  
 

 

Link to final 
assignment! 

Source: Kendall, 2003. 
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Source: Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2015. 
 

 
 
 
 
2. Read the abstract “a cognitive model of pathological worry in children and 
adolescents: a systematic review” by Songco et al., 2020 (you can find it 
below the questions). Then answer some questions about the paper (it is a 
systematic review). Don’t worry if you don’t understand all the words, just do 
your best! 

2a. What is the article about? (1 sentence)  

Answer:  

 

2b. What type of research paper is it (think back to tutorial 1)? (2 words) 

Answer: 

 

2c. How many studies were included in the review?  

Answer: ______ studies 

Source: Mind, 2017. 

Link to final 
assignment! 

Key point: Some 
worry about future 
events is normal. 

  
Pathological worry is 

a type of worry in 
people with anxiety 

disorders that is 
“excessive, 

uncontrollable and 
distressing”. 
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2d. What are the key conclusions? Think back to tutorial 1 if you can’t remember how to read an 
abstract (1 - 2 sentences) 

Answer:  

 

 

Source: Songco et al., 2020. 

3. What are the elements of pathological worry?  

The Hirsch and Matthews’ Cognitive Model of Pathological Worry (2012) has three elements:  

 

 

 

1. INFORMATION 
PROCESSING BIAS 

2. REDUCED 
EXECUTIVE 
FUNCTIONS 

3. VERBAL 
WORRY 
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Using extracts from an article in the 3 boxes below fill the gaps using the text below. 

1. Information-processing bias: this includes selective ____________ towards ____________, slower to  

____________ from ____________, interpret ____________ situations as ____________.  

2. Reduced executive functions: this includes ____________ and ____________. 

3. Verbal worry: worries with ____________ rather than ____________. 

THREAT ATTENTION THREAT AMBIGUOUS DISENGAGE 
WORDS IMAGES THREATENING ATTENTION MEMORY 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPTIONAL EXTRA (this can help with your final assignment!): Think about the research article you found 
which uses CBT to treat anxiety or depression in young people (question 1c). 

Write down: What was the target population? What did the intervention involve? What were the 
results? What were the strengths of the study? What were the limitations of the study? 
  

Source: Songco et al., 2020. 
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Information, Advice and Guidance Homework – Tutorial 3    
 
University Applications and Offers 
You have received a booklet with a set of Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG) resources on 
applying to university over the VLE.  
 
If you have not received this booklet, please let your PhD Tutor know as soon as possible.  
 
Please spend 15 minutes this week on three topics from the resources listed below.  
 
Write down one thing that you already knew, and one thing that you did not know before.  
 

IAG Topics Something you already knew Something you did not know before 

 
Applying to 
Oxford or 
Cambridge 

  

 
University 
offers 
explained 

  

Admission 
tests 
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Tutorial 4 – What is psychology? 
 

 

What is the Purpose of Tutorial 4?  
 To have an overview of some different areas of psychology  
 To better understand cognitive factors and the role of worry and rumination in youth anxiety 

and depression 
 To understand how cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) can support people with anxiety and 

depression 
 To understand how experimental studies such as randomised control trials may help explore the 

psychological processes and mechanisms of mental health conditions 
 

1. What are the different areas of psychology? 
 
Activity 
 
Here are some areas of psychology. Draw a line between the area and its definition. I’ve done the first 
area (Clinical Psychology) as an example. 
 

 
  

Ps
yc

h
o

lo
g

y

Clinical

Cognitive

Developmental

Educational

Neuro/behavioural 
psychology

Social

Working in a team of doctors and health workers, they assess and 
treat people with mental illnesses using psychological therapy. 

Focuses on the school or learning environment, looking at how 
effective teaching and learning takes place. 

Explores the relationship between brain and behaviour. Uses brain 
imaging techniques such as fMRI, PET, SPECT.* 

Looks at human development across the life span, with a 
particular focus on childhood (the ‘formative’ years). 

The study of human perception, thinking and memory. Questions 
include how do we interpret events and make decisions?  

Interested in how interactions with other people (interpersonal 
relationships) shape a person’s mental health and behaviour. 

Note. *fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging; PET = positron emission tomography; SPECT = 
single-photon emission computed tomography 
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2. A cognitive process: repetitive negative thinking (RNT) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. A diagram showing how worry and rumination form repetitive negative thinking (RNT) and this 
contributes to anxiety and depression. 
 
Repetitive Negative Thinking is comprised of two key cognitive processes: worry and rumination. You 
looked at one of these processes (worry) as part of your homework. 
 
a. The role of worry in anxiety disorders 
 
According to Hirsch and Matthews’ (2012) cognitive model of pathological worry, there are three core 
elements: INFORMATION-PROCESSING BIASES; REDUCED EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS; VERBAL WORRY. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. The role of rumination in depression 
 
Rumination is: a thinking style linked to past events or negative personal attributes linked with 
depression. For example: “Why am I such a failure?” as the normal response to getting a bad exam 
grade or “they don’t like me” as an explanation for a friend not texting back. 

 
3. Looking at how CBT could be helpful as a treatment 
 
As a group, let’s remind each other about the over definition of 1) cognitive 
behavioural therapy (CBT) and 2) a randomised control trial. 
 
Activity 
 
Think of one thing from your homework that describes CBT and one thing that describes an RCT. Share 
it with the class. You might want to add your definition to the “glossary of words” in the handbook.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Worry 

Rumination 

Repetitive 
negative 
thinking 

(RNT) 

Anxiety 
disorder 

Depression 

Key point: Some worry about 
future events is normal. 

  
Pathological worry in people 

with anxiety disorders is 
“excessive, uncontrollable 

and distressing” worry 
concerns about possible 

future threats. 

Information-processing biases

Reduced executive functions

Verbal worry

Link to final 
assignment! 
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Activity 
 
We will now look at an experimental study linking everything together. 
 
The title is “Prevention of anxiety disorders and depression by targeting excessive worry and rumination 
in adolescents and young adults: A randomized controlled trial” and it is written by Topper et al., 2016. 
 
In pairs, answer some questions about this study based on some information from the abstract. 
 

 
Source: Topper et al., 2016. 
 
 
a. What type of research design does this study use? (circle the correct answer) 

 
 

Option 1 = Randomised control trial     Option 2 = Cross sectional study     Option 3 = Cohort study 
 
 
b. How long were participants enrolled in the intervention (note: this doesn’t include the follow-up)? 
(circle the correct answer) 

 
 

Option 1 = 3 months   Option 2 = 12 months   Option 3 = 6 weeks 
  
 
c. Fill the gaps in this CONSORT diagram with the words/numbers below and by using information from 
the abstract. 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Group intervention (n = 82) Waitlist control Internet intervention (n = 84) 3 month follow-up 
251 616 Post-intervention 12 month follow-up 

    

A =       E = 
 
B =       F = 
 
C =        G = 
 
D =       H = 
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Figure 8. A CONSORT diagram of a randomised control trial comparing a 6-week cognitive 
behavioural therapy (CBT) intervention delivered online or in a group with a waitlist control. 
Reproduced from Topper et al., 2016. 
 
 

Screened positive (n = 867)

Randomised (n = ____)

___________  ___________

(n = 85)

Completed post-intervention 
assessment 

(n = 75, 88.2%)

Completed 3 month follow-up 
assessment 

(n = 76, 89.4%)

Completed 12 month follow-up 
assessment 

(n = 80, 94.1.0%)

___________ intervention 

(n = 84)

Completed post-intervention 
assessment 

(n = 70, 83.30%)

Completed 3 month follow-up 
assessment 

(n = 69, 82.1%)

Completed 12 month follow-up 
assessment 

(n = 68, 81.0%)

___________ intervention 

(n = 82)

Completed _________________ 

assessment 

(n = 73, 89.0%)

Completed _____  ___________ 

_____________ assessment 

(n = 68, 82.9%)

Completed _____  ___________ 

_____________  assessment 

(n = 70, 85.4%)

Excluded  (n = ____ )

* No longer meets criteria for RNT (n = 91)

* Self-report diagnosis of depression and/or 
GAD (n = 104)

* Receiives treatment (n = 23)

* Unsuccesful application (n = 398)

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

G 

F 

H 
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Homework 
 

1. What is meant by “evidence-based” treatment for mental health? Do some independent research 
to answer this question. You can give a definition and some examples. (3 – 4 sentences) 

 

 

 

2. Who are the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) and what evidence-based 
work do they provide for doctors, researchers and patients? (3 – 4 sentences) 

 

 

 

3. Read through the article below by Leigh (2016) on evidence-based practice for mobile phone apps 
aimed at helping people with their mental health and answer the following questions.  

It isn’t expected that you’ll know all of the language used in the article. If there are any words you 
don’t understand, make a note of them and look them up. The main purpose of this exercise is to get 
you thinking about why quality evidence is so important in mental health research, as well as some of 
the challenges and opportunities of using mobile apps to deliver psychological support. 

a. What might be 3 benefits of having a mobile phone app to deliver psychological interventions?  

Answer:  

 

b. How many health apps were available or downloaded in 2015? 

Answer: 

 

c. To be approved as a treatment on the NHS, new medications (e.g., anti-depressants) and 
talking therapies (e.g., CBT) must have a Health Technology Assessment (HTA). According to 
Leigh (2016), they “benefit from the existence of approved guidelines” in their application for 
approval on the NHS. Can the same be said for new smartphone app-based interventions? Do 
they have approved guidelines they can follow? If no, what is the problem? (1 – 2 sentences) 

Answer:  

 

d. What are two ways that might improve how evidence is collected for app-based interventions? 

Answer:  
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Full reference: Leigh, S. (2016). Comparing applets and oranges: barriers to evidence-based practice 
for app-based psychological interventions. Evidence Based Mental Health, 19(3), 90. 
https://doi.org/10.1136/eb-2016-102384  
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Information, Advice and Guidance Homework – Tutorial 4    
 
Student Finance and Revision 
You have received a booklet with a set of Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG) resources on 
applying to university over the VLE.  
 
If you have not received this booklet, please let your PhD Tutor know as soon as possible.  
 
Please spend 15 minutes this week on three topics from the resources listed below.  
 
Write down one thing that you already knew, and one thing that you did not know before.  
 

IAG Topics Something you already knew Something you did not know before 

 
Student 
finance 
 
 

  

Additional 
resources 
(Optional) 
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Tutorial 5 – Review session 

 

 

What is the Purpose of Tutorial 5?  
 Review what we’ve learned: the biopsychosocial model of mental health and the different 

biological, psychological and social causes of anxiety and depression in young people; how 
research in these areas is carried out and different types of research designs; what is meant by 
evidence-based treatment and how it might help a young person with anxiety or depression 

 Practice skills of using databases and finding journal papers that are relevant to your topic 
 Prepare for the final assignment - essay structuring and referencing 

 

1. How everything links together 
 
Activity 
 
In 5 minutes, write down as many key terms and concepts as you can around the three spider 
diagrams. Then swap with your partner and spend a further 3 minutes adding to their spider diagram. 
 

  

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
FACTORS 

BIOLOGICAL 
FACTORS 

SOCIAL (and 
environmental) 

FACTORS 
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Spend a few minutes talking to your partner about 3 things you found most interesting about the 
course and the 3 most challenging things about the course. 

 
2. Preparing to write the essay and how to reference correctly 
 

“Knowledge is the enemy of disease” – Sir Muir Gray, NHS England 
 

Thinking about your homework, why is it important to have evidence-based research?  
 
 
Answer: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Searching and evaluating the academic literature (e.g., books, journal articles, reports) for your 
particular topic helps us to produce strong evidence-based research.  
 
Google Scholar is one of the most useful tools for this task, which you were introduced to in Week One 
for the Baseline Assignment.  
 

 

 
 
Not all research articles will be free to view. Another way to search the literature is using an academic 
database that lets you filter for open access texts which are free for everyone.  
 
Example: PubMed.gov 
 

 
 
1) Type in your keywords (try several in combination with each other) 
For example: “children, risk factors, anxiety” or “children, youth, depression, CBT” 
  

Key point: Well-conducted research 
uses evidence in a way that... 

  
 Is balanced and limits bias 
 Acknowledges uncertainty 

 Includes references 
 Uses consistent language 

 Is impartial 
 

(De Brun, 2013) 

1 

2 
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2) Press search 
 

 
 
1) Select “Free full text” and you’ll see that some articles say “Free PMC article”  
2) Select this text… 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

2 

1 

You will then see a button 
under “Full text links” where 
you can access the full text 
for free. 

Key point: can’t get the article for free?  
Don’t worry! 
 
Even if you can only see the article’s 
abstract, this is very useful to give you 
an overview of the study and it might 
be all the information you need to 
support the point you make in your 
essay. As researchers, we don’t have 
time to read every article we come 
across so abstracts make a great 
starting point. 
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Other academic databases you could use include 
 

 JSTOR: https://www.jstor.org/?refreqid=search%3A455c83caa3f91e3c35ba2c94f1779b85   
 Taylor & Francis Online: https://www.tandfonline.com  
 Science Direct: https://www.sciencedirect.com  

 
How to read a research paper 
 

 
 
Referencing correctly: part one, referencing within the text of your essay 
 
1. If you want to reference someone’s work in a sentence, paraphrase what they say. This means using 
your own words without changing the original meaning by the author.  
 
Here are some examples of paraphrasing and referencing what 
you’ve said in a sentence:  

 
Number of 
article authors 

Example  

One author 
“Wilson (2020) explores the current state of 
youth mental health research and considers 
the future direction of travel.” 

Two authors 
“Hirsch and Matthews (2012) proposed a 
cognitive model of worry in adults that 
consists of three key elements.” 

Three or more 
authors 

“Eriksson et al. (2018) provide a 
comprehensive look at Bronfenbrenner’s 
ecological systems theory (1977) and explore 
its practical application in public mental 
health settings.” 

 
 
2. If you want to quote directly from an article: 
 

Conclusions from a recent editorial reminds us that “there is no one-size-fits-all solution to tackling 
the mental health crisis” (Wilson, 2020, p.373) 
 
Wilson (2020) suggests that “there is no one-size-fits-all solution to tackling the mental health crisis” 
(p.373). 

1) SKIM: get an overall picture by reading the abstract carefully, scanning the title, keywords, 
headings and subheadings. 
 
2) RE-READ: read again and ask yourself these questions: 

 What is the main question of this paper? What are they trying to understand or do? 
 Are the findings supported by evidence? 

 
3) INTERPRET: read the discussion and results sections, and look at the graphs and tables. See if 
the authors have found any new findings and whether they mention any limitations/issues with 
their study. 
 
4) SUMMARISE: taking notes and highlighting points you think are particularly important as you go 
along will help you understand all the important information. 
 

Key point: Paper 
has 3+ authors? 
 
Only write down 
the surname of the 
first author, and 
follow it with “et 
al.” 
 
The names of the 
other authors will 
go into our 
referencing list at 
the end of the 
article/essay. 
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3. For direct quotes of more than 40 words show the 
quote as an indented block of text, without quotation 
marks, and include the authors’ names, year, and page 
number in parentheses (brackets) at the end of the 
quote. For example: 

 
Our current findings, along with previous 
observations, emphasize the significant role of 
individual circumstances on the settings of the 
HPA axis. Notably, the contribution of unshared 
environmental factors on cortisol production was 
considerable and was found to increase with age, 
implicating a predominant role of individual 
circumstances with aging. (Van Keulen et al., 2016, p. 450) 

 
Referencing correctly: part two, a reference list at the end of your essay 
 
At the end of your essay, put all of your in-text references into a list in alphabetical order. For example, 
look at the section of this handbook called “References in Full”. See below for some examples: 
 
1. Academic journals: Author(s), (Year of publication). Title of article. Name of Journal, Issue 
number(volume), page numbers #-#. DOI. 
 
Example of academic journal reference:  

Grist, R., Cliffe, B., Denne, M., Croker, A., & Stallard, 
P. (2018). An online survey of young adolescent 
girls' use of the internet and smartphone apps for 
mental health support. BJPsych Open, 4(4), 302-
306. https://doi.org/10.1192/bjo.2018.43 

 
2. Book chapters: Author(s), (Year of copyright). Title of book chapter. In author(s) of editor(s) (Eds.), 
Title of book (Edition., page numbers #-#). Publisher. DOI or URL (if known). 
 
Example of book chapter:  

Knapp, M., McDaid, D., & Wilson, E. (2018). Money Matters: Funding Care. In A. Martin, M. H. 
Bloch, & F. Volkmar (Eds.), Lewis's Child and Adolescent Psychiatry: A Comprehensive Textbook, 
5th Edition. Wolters Kluwer.  

 
3. Webpage of a website with a group author:  Name of organisation. (Year, Month). Title of article or 
webpage. URL. 
 
Example of website: 

World Health Organization. (2018, March). Questions and answers on immunization and vaccine 
safety. https://www.who.intlfeatures/qa/84/en/  

 
4. Webpage on a news website: Author. (Year, Month, Day). Title. News organisation. URL 
 
Example of article on news website: 
Cosslett, R.L. (2020, August 29). For many teenagers, lockdown has been a lesson in wellbeing. 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/aug/29/teenagers-lesson-schools-pandemic 

Key point: There are lots 
of different referencing 
styles. 
 
In the social sciences, the 
most common ones are 
Harvard, Vancouver, 
Chicago and APA 7. In 
psychology, we use APA 
7, which is the style I have 
used in this handbook 
and in the examples 
here. 

Key point:  DOI stands for 
Digital Object Identifier.  
 
It is a way to identify an 
article or document, 
much like having student 
ID numbers or an NHS 
number. 
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Quick ways to find the full reference (but it’s ok to write by hand too!): 
 
1. Google Scholar 

One easy way to get a reference is by selecting the button in Google Scholar and copy and 
pasting the text from the “Cite” pop-up box into your reference list. Sometimes the DOI and other 
elements are missing, so do check the details by going onto the journal website if necessary. 
 

 
 
2. On the journal database 
 
Here’s an example from PudMed: 1) Press Cite, 2) Copy text 
 

 

1 2 
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Useful website for further information: https://apastyle.apa.org/instructional-aids/reference-guide.pdf  
 
Critically analysing the literature 
What makes a good research study that you might want to use to support your evidence? Here are 
some things to look out for: 
 

 The sample size (if there are only a few participants, it is less likely we can make a generalisation 
about the findings; larger sample sizes often give us more confidence that findings can be 
relied on) 

 How were participants recruited and how many participants groups are there (i.e., is there a 
control group? Is it a randomised control trial (the “gold standard” of research), where 
researchers don’t know who has been placed into which group (something which reduces 
bias, or cheating)? 

 In the Measures section of the paper, does the study say it has used measures which have been 
validated in other papers or have they made up the scale themselves? 

 Does the study’s conclusion align with the study’s findings and do the authors link their findings 
to the existing literature in the field? This is helpful for comparability.  

 Number of citations their paper has on Google Scholar. Keep in mind that older articles are 
more likely to have more citations than articles published in more recent years. 

 

 

 

Key point: 
“cited by” 
refers to how 
many other 
research 
articles have 
used this paper 
as a reference. 
Papers with 
high citations 
are probably 
quite influential 
in their field. 

1 

2 
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3. What makes a good essay? 
 
The PEEL approach 
 
You may have come across this in your History classes and it’s an approach often used at A-Level. By 
formulating each paragraph using PEEL, it helps keep your paragraphs focused, allowing you to 
explain your ideas clearly, with a structure that allows you to expand and analyse your points 
effectively. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
A consistent, formal style 
 
Here are some useful linking words to consider when presenting information and making your point. 
 
Writing in sequence Introducing alternative points of view Useful verbs 

First(ly); second(ly); 
third(ly) 

By contrast; another way of viewing 
this is; alternatively; rather; one 
alterative is; another possibility is;  
 

Argues 
States 
Insists  
Hypothesises 
Claims 
Believes 
Proposes 
Suggests 
Indicates 
Demonstrates 
Shows 
Finds 

Another; in addition; 
finally 

On the one hand… on the other 
hand 

Moreover; additionally; 
also; likewise 

In comparison; though; although; on 
the contrary 

Next; then; to 
conclude; lastly; finally 

Despite; regardless 

 
  

POINT 
 

What you will 
argue 

EVIDENCE 
 

Information that 
supports your point  

EXPLANATION 
 

Show how this 
evidence supports 
your point (rather 
than just saying it 

does) 

LINK 
 

Summarise and link 
to original essay 

question and/or to 
next paragraph 

P E E L 
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Essay writing reflection 
 
Use the checklist below to reflect on your essay writing ability at the moment. Read the statements for 
each skill and then tick the box that most closely fits how you currently feel about your ability to do that 
skill. 
 
You will use this to help your PhD tutor give you feedback in your next tutorial. They will give you specific 
advice on how to improve these areas in relation to your draft assignment so be completely honest. 
 

Addressing the question Using evidence 

I can… 

 identify what the title or question is asking 
me to do 

 select relevant information from the 
course to answer the title or question 

 explain why the information I have used is 
relevant 

I can… 

 select evidence that supports my points 
 link evidence to my points and ideas 
 clearly and convincingly explain how my 

evidence supports my points 
 use references 

I feel… I feel… 

Confident Partially 
confident 

Not confident  Confident 
Partially 

confident 
Not confident  

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Developing an argument Critical evaluation 

I can… 

 include a point of view or position in 
response to the title or question 

 develop and explain my point of view 
 argue why my point of view or position is 

correct 

I can… 

 ensure I analyse events and information rather 
than just describe them 

 assess the relevance and significance of the 
ideas and examples I am writing about 

I feel… I feel… 

Confident 
Partially 

confident 
Not confident  Confident 

Partially 
confident 

Not confident  

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Structuring Use of language 

I can… 

 arrange my points in to a logical order 
 write paragraphs that focus on one idea 

or point each 
 write an introduction that explains how I 

will deal with the issues of the essay 
 write a conclusion that sums up my main 

points 

I can… 

 minimise spelling, punctuation and grammar 
errors 

 ensure my writing makes the meaning clear and 
easy to follow 

 write using and appropriate tone and level of 
formality 

I feel… I feel… 

Confident Partially 
confident 

Not confident  Confident 
Partially 

confident 
Not confident  

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
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Homework 
Prepare a draft assignment of your final assignment.  
 

 This should be around 1 page in length. 
 Use bullet points to outline what will be in each paragraph and how you will structure your essay 

into relevant sections based on the questions. 
 
You may also wish to make some notes: 
 
1) Research I need to do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2) Question to ask in the next tutorial 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Final assignment  
 
Please write a 2,500-word essay about anxiety or depression in young people. This essay should be 
composed of three parts: 
 

Part 1) Describe the biopsychosocial model of mental health by explaining the different 
components (biological, psychological and social factors). This section doesn’t have to be 
tailored to the condition you have chosen. (approx. 350-450 words) 

 
Part 2) Provide one biological, one psychological and one social factor that can help explain 
the development of anxiety or depression in young people. For each of these three factors, 
argue why it provides a stronger explanation for the development of anxiety or depression than 
other possible factors. Use the academic literature to justify your arguments, ensuring that you 
use references as well as critical analysis. (approx. 1,700-1,800)  
 
Part 3) Critically present an evidence-based psychological treatment for your chosen condition 
(i.e., anxiety or depression). To what extent can this treatment help young people with this 
condition? (approx. 450-550 words) 
 

Support the arguments you make in your essay by using evidence-based research. 
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Tutorial 6 – Draft assignment feedback and reflection 
 
What is the Purpose of Tutorial 6?  

 To received feedback on your draft assignment 
 To reflect on your essay writing skills 
 To identify practical ways to improve your assignment 

 
 
What three things can you now do to improve your assignment and your essay writing ability? 
 

1  

  

  

  

  

  

  

2  

  

  

  

  

  

  

3  
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Tutorial 7 – Final assignment feedback and reflection 
 

What is the Purpose of Tutorial 7?  
 To receive feedback on final assignments. 
 To write targets for improvement in school lessons.  
 To reflect on the programme including what was enjoyed and what was challenging.  

 
 

Final assignment feedback  
What I did well… What I could have improved on… 

   
  
 

  
 
 

  
 
 
 

  
  
 

  
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

My target for future work is… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Reflecting on The Scholars Programme  
 

What did you most enjoy about The Scholars Programme?  

   
  

   
  

   
 

 
 

What did you find challenging about the 
programme? 

How did you overcome these challenges?  
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Appendix 1 – Finding and Evaluating Good 
Academic Sources 
There are so many places to get information that it is important to decide if something will be a good 
academic source for your homework or final assignment. When assessing a source, you don’t have to read 
the whole thing to decide if you may want to use it.  Instead read the first paragraph or so and use the 
checklist below to help you decide it this is a good academic source.  

 Questions to Ask 

Authority 

□ 
Who is the author? (this could also be an organisation, rather than a single 
person) 

□ 
Check their credentials: what knowledge or skills do they have that lets you 
confirm they know what they’re talking about? 

Reliability 

□ Does the information appear correct? 

□ Does the author tell you where they got their information from? 

□ Has the information been reviewed or checked by others? 

Relevance 

□ Does the source talk about the topic clearly and effective? 

□ It is up-to-date? If not, is there a good reason to use an older source? 

□ Does it provide new and useful information for you? 

Objectivity 

□ Does the author explore or acknowledge multiple points of view? 

□ 
Are they stating mostly facts? Evidence? Opinion? – Remember opinion is 
fine, as long as it is supported by reliable evidence. 

□ 
Does the headline or text try to make you scared or angry about the topic? 
If so, it might not be the best academic source. 

Writing Style 

□ Is the source well organised? (Or is it difficult to follow the author’s point?) 

□ Does the text sound academic? (Or is it informal or chatty?) 

□ 
Are the author’s points backed up by evidence and do they let you know 
where that evidence came from? 

If you’re not sure if something would be a good academic source, send your tutor a message on the VLE 
and they can help you evaluate the source together. 
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Appendix 2a - Close Reading Tool – Starting a 
Conversation with your Text 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What question 
is the author 

trying to 
answer? 

What is the 
author’s main 

purpose? 

What point of 
view has the 

author taken? 

What assumptions 
is the author 

making? 

What are the 
implications of 

the author’s 
interpretation? 

What 
information is 

the author 
using? 

What are the 
author’s 

important 
conclusions? 

What are the 
author’s basic 

concepts? 
Questions 
for Close 
Reading 
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Appendix 2b - Data Analysis Tool – Investigating how 
data is represented 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What question 
is the author 

trying to 
answer? 

What is the 
author’s main 

purpose? 

What point of 
view has the 

author taken? 

What assumptions 
is the author 

making? 

What are the 
implications of 

the author’s 
interpretation? 

What 
information is 

the author 
using? 

What are the 
author’s 

important 
conclusions? 

What are the 
author’s basic 

concepts? 

Questions 
for Data 
Analysis 

What is the 
purpose of 
this data? 

What question 
does this data 

answer? 

Is the data being 
presented 

accurately? 

If the data was 
presented differently 
would this affect your 

interpretation? 

How would you 
present this data? 

What are the 
implications of 

this data? 

Where is this 
data from? 

What questions 
are not 

answered? 
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Appendix 3 - Referencing and Plagiarism 
 
You may well have heard of plagiarism before, and to have heard that it is something that you need 
to avoid.  

 
What is a reference? 
A reference is just a note in your assignment which says if you have referred to or been influenced by 
another source such as book, website or article.  
 

Needs to be referenced Does not need to be referenced 

 Direct quotations 
e.g. ‘A diet low in fruit and vegetables is 
‘among the top mortality risk factors all over the 
world’ 
 

 Paraphrased material  
e.g. For both men and women, adopting a 
vegetarian diet can significantly reduce the risk 
of premature death. 

 
 Facts, figures or statistics  

e.g. Healthy diet, exercise and being a non-
smoker can increase life expectancy by 9 – 15 
years. 

 Facts already common knowledge  
e.g. A vegetarian diet is one that excludes 
meat.  

 
What would a good reference look like?  
 
Text: The proponents of vegetarian, vegan or largely plant-based diets argue that, coupled with regular 
exercise and being a non-smoker, these diets can increase life expectancy – some studies suggest by 
up to 15 years [1].  
____________________________________________________ 

 

Endnote: [1] Salonen, Arto O. & Helne, Tuula, T., ‘Vegetarian Diets: A Way towards a Sustainable Society’, 
Journal of Sustainable Development 5:6 (2012), pp. 10-24, (p. 11).  
 
There are a number of different ways of referencing, and these often vary depending on what subject 
you are studying. The most important to thing is to be consistent. This means that you need to stick to the 
same system throughout your whole assignment. 
 
The example here shows how we would recommend you reference in your Final Assignment.  
 
If you’re not sure if something you have used in your essay needs to be referenced, send your tutor a 
message on the VLE and they can help you decide if it needs citation and write a reference. But as a 
general rule, if in doubt, reference. 
 

Plagiarism is seeking to pass off the work of others as your own and is considered a form of 
cheating. Universities take a very strict line on plagiarism which can sometimes even result in 
being removed from a course.  

How do you avoid plagiarism? There are two essential parts to this: 

1. Understanding what needs to be referenced  
2. Referencing your sources clearly and correctly  
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Appendix 4 - Planning Effectively and Time 
Management 
There are lots of things we want to do, need to do and would like to have time for. How do we 
manage our time so that we get all the essentials done, and even have time for some extras? We 
have some techniques you can try.  

‘Pickle Jar’ Theory 

If you have to fit stones of different sizes into a jar, they won’t 
fit if you put the sand in first. But if you put the rocks in then 
the pebbles then the sand, there’s enough room.  

This theory suggests you should apply the same logic to your 
time: put in the essential tasks first, then the important tasks, 
then everything else.  

Of course, you have to decide for yourself what is 
‘essential’!  

 

Backwards Planning  

1. Work backwards from your deadlines  
2. Put the essentials in first  
3. Estimate how long tasks will take to make sure you start them in good time  

 

Plan your week 

Use the grid below to ‘backwards plan’ your week, putting in the essentials first, then the important 
tasks, then any less important things you’d also like to get done.  

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
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Appendix 5 - Writing an Effective Essay 

 
 

Where should I do this? 
Have I 

done this? 

R Restate the Question In my introduction  

A Answer the Question In my introduction  

G Give evidence from other 
sources 

To support any points I make in my 
paragraphs 

 

E Explain how your evidence 
proves your point 

Each time I give evidence  

 

Easy Essay Writing Wins 
 Prepare an outline or mind map your ideas 
 Make sure your essay has a clear structure 
 Analyse don’t describe! Description is great to introduce a topic, but make sure your essay 

also includes your argument and interpretation of the evidence you use 
 Remember to PEEL (Point, Evidence, Explain, Link) and RAGE 

o Use relevant evidence and research to support your points  
o Link it back to the question and explain why your point answers the question 

 Look at the mark scheme in your handbook or ask your tutor for help if you’re not sure what 
to write. 

 

Notes 
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